
What’s new in Noah System 4?
Over the last few years HIMSA has added several new features to Noah System, making it 
quicker and easier to work with your patients and patient data.
Here are some of the great reasons to upgrade to the latest Noah System version.

Ready to Support Noah ES
Many Noah users have been asking HIMSA for a cloud-enabled solution, accessible anytime, anywhere. 
That’s why we started the Noah ES project.

Noah ES stands for Noah Extended Services and, as the logo implies, the project is to create a cloud-
enabled version of Noah.

With Noah ES, Noah Services will now reside and be maintained in the cloud, including database 
backup, maintenance, security monitoring and user authentication. The Noah System client software 
however, will still reside on your PC, and perform in much the same way as it always has.

Although you can already see Noah ES options in Noah 4.13, you will need to wait a while before you 
can use it. Noah ES is currently in beta testing and is expected to be released later this year. 

For more information on Noah ES, visit www.noah-es.com.
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Patient Data Security
In today’s world, patient data security is 
essential. That’s why we added a variety 
of new tools to help make data security as 
complete and intuitive as possible. These 
include:
• Active Directory Integration (Windows) 

login to better control access to Noah 
System data

• Encryption option for your Noah database
• The ability to encrypt, password-protect 

and document Noah exports
• Better control of your Noah activity logs

Fast Data Viewing 
HIMSA has added a Fast Data Viewing feature, 
providing you with immediate access to patient 
data without opening your Noah modules!
By clicking on the eye next to a fitting action 
for example, you can review instrument settings 
without having to wait for the fitting module to 
open! Or click the eye icon to quickly browse the 
patient’s journal entry.

Easily Merge Duplicate Patient Records
 Noah System provides a new merge patient 
feature, allowing you to easily locate and merge 
duplicate patient records in your Noah database.

Patient Categories 
Noah System also includes a comprehensive 
category feature, allowing you to create and 
assign user-defined patient categories.
 

A patient’s details screen will clearly show the 
categories to which the patient belongs. And 
searching, displaying and exporting patients based 
on categories is easy.

Noah Mobile Technology
Noah Mobile technology lays a secure ground for 
communication with Noah compatible apps on 
mobile devices and in the cloud. 
You can already purchase audiometer solutions 
that take advantage of Noah Mobile technology.  
And in the future, HIMSA members will use 
Noah Mobile for questionnaire apps, tele-health 
applications and more. 

Noah 4.13 is a free upgrade for 
all registered Noah 4 versions. 
Visit www.himsa.com.

Improved Networking Performance
In Noah 4.10, HIMSA updated the network technology for more stable and robust performance. This 
means more reliable communication with remote offices, especially those with less stable networks.


